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About This Game
Ancient Battle: Hannibal is the newest edition to the Ancient Battles series. Experience the magnificence of the Punic Wars, as
you follow Hannibal on his crucial campaign against Rome. Based upon, and a major upgrade to, the game system developed for
Ancient Battle: Rome, a game that was the No.1 strategy game on the App Store in 8 different countries. Ancient Battle:
Hannibal introduces many new game features including multi-level hills to elevate your strategic opportunities when
commanding vast armies. Fight the battles of the Second Punic War between Carthage and Rome. Each campaign is themed
around battles between Hannibal’s armies and their cunning opponents in the four geographical regions of Italy, Spain, Sicily
and Africa. Hannibal’s inspired tactics and leadership made him one of Rome’s most dangerous enemies and possibly the
greatest general of all time. Can you match his achievements on the battlefield?
Key Features:

High Definition Ancient Era Graphics.
7 Mission ‘Tutorial’ campaign ending with a unique skirmish battle.
4 Mission ‘Sicily’ campaign, featuring battles from the First Punic War, including the battle of Bagradas.
8 Mission ‘Italy’ campaign featuring the decisive battles of Lake Trasimene and Cannae.
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All missions, except the tutorial, can be played as both sides.
38 Unique Ancient units including Roman Hastati, Spanish Scutarii, Bolt Throwers and Elephants.
Four classes of infantry: Raw, Average, Veteran and Elite.
Detailed Combat Analysis.
Flank Attacks
Strategic Movement.
Hours of Gameplay.
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Title: Ancient Battle: Hannibal
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
HexWar Games
Publisher:
HexWar Games
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Storage: 1 GB available space
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ancient battle hannibal review. ancient battle hannibal. ancient battle hannibal gameplay. ancient.battle.hannibal darksiders.
warhammer ancient battles hannibal pdf. ancient battle hannibal steam
Dage ne vzdrachnyl. It's great. Kicked my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes, and
they must be scoured from the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands will be obliterated at your hands, and yet they will
keep coming, for they are innumerable, and manic in the safety of their uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine plot
and its implications for both the Yosumin and this world is not a requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it
helps.. Simplistic but fun. It was exactly what I expected it to be for the price. The visual and musical themes of the game are
also done quite well. If you likew dark/gothic themed action platformers you will be at home with this one. Of course the most
important aspect of any action-platformer game is the control and this one delivers with tight, simple controls.
Only one issue really:
The store page describes the game as having FULL CONTROLLER SUPPORT. At this time it does not. Not a big deal since all
of the gameplay controls are available on the controller except for "switch weapon" which is bound to the keyboard with no
menu option to bind it to a controller button. Also, the only way to access the in game pause menu is by pressing ESC on the
keyboard as the START and SELECT buttons (XBOX 360 controller) have no functionality in the game at all. So just be
warned that the store page is not accurate in this regard.. 48th review and positive.. What grabbed my attention to this game was
the 80's asthetics and the DeLoreans! I love DeLoreans.
Fun game.
Only bad thing about it is the delay, and that seems to be a common issue.
The game would be so much more entertaining if the delay was removed.
I'd like the developer to answer me: Was the key-to-movement delay intentional?. These past few years I've been neglecting to
write reviews of the great games that I've played on Steam, which is not something I'm proud of. This game however, is the
game that has made me break free of that. This game starts off being a really nice treat but becomes an even greater joy the
more progress is made.
[SPOILER FREE REVIEW]
-StoryI think this is a great place to start when talking about this game. As you probably know from reading the store page, this is a
Metroidvania styled game, which has you roaming about a wide open 2D world that focuses on exploration and gaining new
powers. For a game like this however, it's surprisingly plot heavy and serious. The basic narrative is that Alesta is on a simple
quest through the local plains and forests to find the right ingredients for a remedy that will cure her mother who had recently
fallen ill. This starts off as being a cute little adventure with a nice drive, but a major and dark twist happens which then sets the
true story in motion. This being a spoiler free review, I can't say what this twist is, but it makes the adventure fit into a much
bigger scale and makes Alesta's true depth of determination shine through the more the story continues.
Another aspect that love about Catmaze's narrative however is the world building. At many points along the way you encounter
characters that turn out to have much more depth than you would have thought, even if they're just some strange child that asks
you to find a certain herb for them. Many of the twists get pretty dark as well, leading to a very deep and engaging story at
times. Since this game has a lot of additional side quests in it, you don't actually have to interact much with all these characters,
though that leads me to my next point....
This game has multiple endings to it. I got the best ending when I played, which I believe is obtained simply by...well, earning it.
If you go out of your way to try doing what you can to make various people's lives better, the favour get returned in such an
amazing and beautiful way! Again, partly why the narrative succeeds with this game is not just the quest that Alesta is on, but
also the world building methods, and I really did feel immersed ad engaged in this story!
Also, cats. You probably guessed it since it's in the title, but cats do play a part in this game. It's clear that the creator of this
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game is a (fellow) cat lover as the cats you encounter here and there are seen as mystical beings from another realm.
Checkpoints\/savepoints are even in the form of cat fountains, and sometimes a cat will appear to clue you in on a nice item
here and there.
-GameplayThe most vital aspect of any game, and this game does it very well! Admittedly the controls and physics aren't the best, but
there's still pretty high end as far as indie games go. The controls do feel very responsive and Alesta does feel like she has
weight to her which is pretty damn important for any game where moving places is constant. The game starts you off nice and
simple without too much danger to worry about, though does pick up the pace once the story really gets going. Fortunately you
gain various familiars (animal spirits that fight alongside you) to attack in various ways to suit your preferences and situations,
so while the game gets harder you still feel a good sense of control with how you tackle challenges.
As I've said previously, this game has exploration as a key part of its genre, and the world does feel very big and open, and will
often branch into many different paths. Many paths you can explore right away whenever you want, while others will tease you
with a path you cannot cross such as a large pool of water. As for actually completing the tasks you want to do, the game marks
your map with a "?" on where each event or known item will be. This game could have been ruined without this feature, but
fortunately you get a good pointer on where to go to make progress even if you haven't yet been to those areas, and usually there
will be many "?"s marked on the map to provide many options on what to do any when to tackle them. As with many
Metroidvania games, exploration and curiosity will be greatly rewarded with great powers, whether it be more health, mana,
allies, wearable items etc. There's a surprising amount that you end up collecting in this game and that made it so satisfying for
me to 100%! Obviously as more of the world because available, the more you'd have to run about to revisit places you want or
need to go, but you have a friendly harpy(?) as a teleportation service so it's all good.
Another important thing worth noting about the gameplay however...is that it's challenging. If you run out of health points, that's
a Game Over, kicking you back to the title screen and undoing your progress since your last checkpoint. While many would feel
anxious about this, I for one love this. It gives the player and incentive to actually try and feel rewarded after completing a
legitimate challenge. It's sad that it's a rarity nowadays but I'm thankful that this choice was made with this game. The difficulty
itself, while not easy, is nothing ridiculous or stressful either. A key part of the challenge comes from certain boss battles, which
get surprisingly intense at times. If struggling, you have easy access to health potions and whatnot. And as said earlier, changing
familiars or even equipped items (such as attack\/defence\/speed distribution amulets) can help you adjust to various challenges.
Overall the gameplay is very solid and was easily a major hook for me, keeping me happy and satisfied nearly throughout the
entire thing. Things only got frustrating for me when a few bugs happened, but fortunately those were rare even if they did get
nasty.
-VisualsThe game uses a pixel graphic art style for the most part, and it looks really nice in my opinion. The most major quality in this
category is easily the backgrounds and scenery, as the arrangement of colours and shapes looks beautiful! Some of the character
portraits look a little lacking when compared to others though most still look really nice, and it's still really good to see the
characters in greater detail than what the pixel graphics could normally provide.
I usually don't focus much on the visual aspect of games as gameplay is far more important, but the game has such a nice art
style to it and it feels nice to be able to stop and admire my surroundings in a game. Therefore the visuals are definitely worth
my praise!
-SoundI care a lot about game having great soundtrack, and this game really excels in that! Everything from the calming forests near
the start to the cold harsh mountains near the end, it's all memorable and joyful to hear, and fits right in with wherever you are.
This game also does something in particular that I really love, that being a Variable Mix. There's only one example of it to my
knowledge, but a major character late in the game is so hard to reach partly because of his singing, which for added effect is
heard in perfect time with the music when you get close enough. It's a little detail that goes a really long way!
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As many people mention, the music doesn't loop properly for some reason, though that's only a minor setback. One of the boss
battle themes also feels a little out of place for some battles, but it's still a good tune. Honestly I'm likely to buy the OST for this
game soon!
-OverallCatmaze is like buying yourself a treat from the chilled deserts section and and then being shocked by how disproportionately
good the quality is compared to your expectations. It's a great game that deserves much more recognition, and I'm really
thankful this game caught my attention. I definitely recommend this if you love adventure games with beautiful pixel art such as
this!. Ehhh. Not really a horror game in my opinion. Kinda eerie with a dark atmosphere and several times you see a random
object appear and move on its own. Played it for an hour and i've had enough.. I'm Commander Shepard and this is my favourite
game on the Citadel.. I really liked this skin, however it is somewhat disapointing that they use the same voice lines for
lightfinguer instead of the urchin lines. oliver is a child not an adult, so it makes no sense for him to talk like an adult. until they
either make olivers own lines or change his lines to the urchin lines I will maintain this negative review.
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Love the game the puzzles were fun and challenging without being painfully frustrating. the artwork and voice acting is good
and the story genuinely is fun and amusing at times. Runs well bar a small problem with one of the achievements refusing to
work so abit maddening if your ocd about your achievment hunting. Despite this still really love this game was fun and
worthwhile to play.. This game is a history oriented virsion of RTW. You can use the famous Alexander The great of
macedon.The game had limited faction for there are only 4. But it includes alexanders greatest pains such as the persians. You
can travel through the east as alexander in his quest to conqure. This game will not last long but it wil be fun to play here and
there, steam users (like myself) can buy the full RTW pack and get this game for free :). The pack costs 10 u.s.a dollars.. Great
fun with friends!. Pros:
Pretty good for the price.
A game to play when bored.
It's interesting
It has online multiplayer
Cons:
The music is a bit repetitive. Not bad, but it needs more music.
Needs something to keep you playing, maybe unlockable coins.
Needs leaderboards (Wins, Losses, Goals)
Overall:
Can't complain, especially for the price.. A short, plain story.
However, it just a cheap game.
I finish this game through chinese within an hour.(I read really fast so I think can take around 1.5 - 2 hour with normal? reading
speed)
It talk about a love story between two species.
6.5/10
slighty recommand.
. Awesome game, I had a lot of fun playing through it repeatedly and trying to improve upon my old games. I think I liked the
sub-urb city the best, but had the most success with the city setting. Can't wait for the next game, kinda♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥that it's
cut up into parts. I would definitely recommend this game and its predecessor to anyone who likes to imagine how they'd react
in an apocalypse. 9/10, too much water.
P.S: Make the next game in the Versus series already, Choice-Of-Games.. It's like Doom ♥♥♥♥ed Duke Nukem. So Good.
Buy while it's hot. See you on pro scene ♥♥♥♥ers.. More boobs. How fun.. I enjoyed it more than I expected because I was
merely trying it for its alikeness on classical Fallout games. It is a PvP game, so don't expect a story like it though.
At the start the game feels bland turn based move & shoot, but after you unlock skills and consumables; you actually start
making use of other buttons.
It still has those free to play monetary barriers, however I still gave this one a positive recommendation. Definetly worths a try..
Dead, last update was just prior to Christmas 2015 which suckered me into purchasing. I thought the last update was of things to
come with the addition of flying units and it ended there. Official website for the product is down, its a cash grab and run
product. Could of at least went open source. Online manual still works, video tutorials and rest of the website is down. This
looks like it was created in Visual Basic or Visual Studio, so at least source would of been nice. Especially if created in C#
which I could of expanded upon.
AI is horrible, pathfinding of your own units and enemy units is pretty bad. The ease of use is there. They really should of kept
adding even small things, it could of went a long way.
Update:
Fixed issues with Upper Baetus when playing as Carthaginians.
Any problems let us know at support@hexwar.com. Update:
We have just updated the game with what we hope is a fix for the random crashes.
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This is proving to be a difficult bug to track down hopefully this patch has solved the issue but we will be keeping a close eye on
it.
Please let us know at support@hexwar.com if you still have issues.. Update:
Fixed issues with Ticinus River and Upper Baetus when playing as Romans.
Any problems let us know at support@hexwar.com
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